[Study of dinitrosyl-iron complexes pharmacokinetics and accumulation in depot in rat organs].
Protein-bound dinitrosyl-iron complexes (DNIC) in rat whole blood and organs were studied after intravenous injection of this substance with glutathione ligand (DNIC-GH). The effect of DNIC-GH injection on NO level (including NO physiological forms) in hydrophobic areas of rat tissues was also studied in normal physiological blood circulation condition. It has been shown, that after DNIC-GH injection the concentration of protein-bound DNICs in rat whole blood and organs rapidly reached maximum values, and then gradually decreased, that pointed to decomposition of DNIC molecules, coupled with NO release. At the beginning of the experiment the rates of DNIC decay in rat heart and lung were substantially higher, as compared with those in liver and kidney. By spin trappping it has been demonstrated that DNIC-GH, as a source of NO physiological forms (including S-nitrosothiols), in normal physiological blood circulation influence heart more selectively, as compared with the other organs.